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HEALTH & LIFEST YLE

ACROSS    
1. If golf needed an off-season in America, autumn  
would be the time to move downward (4)
3. A shot hit towards the green (8)
9. (Surname) The first player to ever card a hole-in-one  
at the Nedbank Golf Challenge (7)
10. Strike the ball so that it curves away to the right  
(for a left-handed player, the left) (5)
11. (Surname) A Swedish professional golfer with three 
runner up placings on the European Tour, he played  
college golf for Lynn University and won the 1994  
individual NAIA Men’s Golf Championship (7)
12. Greg Norman would muse over the large flightless 
birds endemic to his country of birth (4)
14. A member of the 1999 European Ryder Cup team, this 
Scottish golfers sister was married to Lee Westward (6,7)
17. What type of insects made Bubba Watson jumpy at the 
2015 PGA Championship? (4)
18. (Surname) This Japanese golfer joined the European 
Seniors Tour in 2000 and has won six tournaments on it; in 
2002 he topped the Order of Merit. (7)
22. This golf club is located on a military base in  
Bloemfontein, South Africa (5)
23. The driver, the wedge and the putter are known as  
the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ clubs (7)
24. Holes ten through eighteen (4,4)
25. An up and down out of a bunker against your playing 
partner would gain you a self-contained section of  
accommodation in a larger building (4)

DOWN     
1. Louis Oosthuizen would call them farms, Sergio Garcia 
would call them haciendas and Adilson Da Silva would  
call them? (8)
2. To experience a true example slink around the Old 
Course at St Andrews (5)
4. Lefty (4, 9)         
5. (Surname) This retired English professional golfer played 
in the Open seven times, his best finish on the European 
Tour was second place at the 1987 KLM Dutch Open (7)
6. A needle like part or structure of a plant, animal or 
crystal (7)     
7. The part of the club head nearest the hosel (4)   
8. Agitate (4)
13. A club with very little loft, such as a driver  
that lacks the standard bulge and roll is termed 
 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ faced (7)   
15. True Temper Sports manufacture golf club shafts; their 
gold shaft is known by constant change and progress (7)
16. One of the oldest in Australia, the nearest golf club to 
the Yarra River at Yering. (7)
19. A golf club with typically a shorter shaft and smaller 
club head than a wood (4)
20. Golf Pride grips use patented technology which keeps 
things in a straight line (5)
21. A hole-in-one will pierce your pocket with a  
satisfactory bar bill (4) 
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